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Abstract: The design, control, and implementation of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
for collecting hydrological information from plateau rivers and lakes are presented in this paper.
The hardware and software structures of the control system were previously described. A novel
sliding mode controller (SMC) with combinational reaching law of vertical hovering motion is
proposed to improve the robustness and stability. The S-plane control, a nonlinear controller with
little parameters, is used in the horizontal motion. Besides, the navigation strategy based on the
dead-reckoning algorithm, a path tracking based on the light-of-sight (LOS) algorithm, and a control
allocation strategy considering saturation are present. Finally, experiments were performed in a tank
and in a river in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau to prove the feasibility and reliability of the AUV system.
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1. Introduction

The Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, as the source of numerous rivers in East Asia, Southeast Asia, and
South Asia, plays an important role in the Asian region. In recent years, the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau
has experienced some ecological problems, such as glacial retreat, rising snow lines, and shrinking
lakes [1] due to global warming and insufficient environmental protection. Regular inspections and
observations of the waters are important for protecting the ecology and studying global climate change.
Traditionally, manual monitoring is usually the main method for inspection and observation. However,
it is an extremely dangerous, laborious, and time-consuming task due to high altitude, extreme cold,
and low oxygen [2]. Hence, efficiency and quality are usually limited.

With the development of marine vehicles and sensors technology, unmanned underwater vehicles
are more and more widely used in scientific, commercial military, and other fields due to its ability
to carry different sensors [3], such as submarine pipeline monitoring [4–6], submarine resources
detection [7,8], marine environment monitoring [9,10], seafloor mapping [11,12], etc. Various tasks that
are difficult for humans to approach can be performed by unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) in
waters. Usually, UUVs can be divided into ROVs (remotely operated vehicles) and AUVs (autonomous
underwater vehicles). An ROV is controlled by the operator to perform underwater tasks via a cable.
However, manual operations are highly dependent on the skill and experience of the operator. More
importantly, the operation range and the task efficiency of ROV are limited due to the configuration
of signal cables. Traditional torpedo-shaped AUVs are more flexible than ROVs because they are
cable-free. This allows them to perform wide range and long-term ocean surveys. Since conventional
torpedo-shaped AUVs are driven by a combination of thrusters and rudders, they cannot be hovered to
keep the AUV at the same depth. In recent years, many research teams have developed H-AUVs with
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hovering capability to meet diverse underwater mission requirements, such as submarine hydrothermal
observation [13], underwater image mosaicking [14], and seafloor observation [15].

Hovering observation is an important part of hydrological monitoring. Inspired by the above
research, an AUV is developed for plateau hydrological data collection. The AUV is small and
lightweight so that it is easy to deploy and operate. It has the performance of a torpedo-shaped AUV
and the capability of hovering for long autonomy in shallow water (100 m). The following are the key
features of the AUV:

1) Efficient hydrodynamics and long endurance;
2) A hovering capability which is suitable for most tasks;
3) Lightweight and easy operation, which can be operated by two persons;
4) Well extendibility, which can be equipped with various sensors.

Underwater vehicle motion is highly nonlinear and strongly coupled, and thus, its hydrodynamic
parameters are difficult to obtain accurately. Moreover, the AUV has a slender body, therefore
controlling its pitch angle and depth is a challenging task compared to ROVs. The AUV’s antenna is
exposed to the water surface to ensure normal communication in the state of floating on the water
surface. When the AUV dives, extra buoyancy is completely generated by the antenna, and the vertical
force and pitch angle moments are simultaneously generated. The difficulty of vertical motion control
will be further increased. This is a challenge for controller design.

In recent decades, several control techniques have been proposed, such as linear controllers [16,17],
fuzzy logic control [18,19], predictive control [20,21], SMC controllers [22], and neural network-based
control [23]. These have performed satisfactorily. In terms of robustness, SMC is superior to other
control techniques [24]. The SMC can ensure perfect control performance in the presence of uncertain
parameters or models. It has the advantages of having a simple control algorithm and excellent
dynamic performance, which is suitable for engineering practice. However, there are also deficiencies
in conventional SMC. Firstly, the conventional SMC ensures the system converges to the equilibrium
points asymptotically, and the convergence time is related to the selected control gain. Secondly, the
system is mainly affected by the switching signal (sign(*)) and various motion delays, which makes it
easy to generate undesirable chattering. Many solutions have been proposed to eliminate the above
disadvantages. A nonlinear switching surface was designed to ensure the finite-time convergence [25].
A novel, nonsingular, fast terminal sliding mode controller using terminal sliding mode control
technology to solve the fast finite-time control problem of the dynamic system was proposed in [26]. A
new adaptive exponential reaching law (ERL) was proposed in [27], which overcomes the limitation
of ERL, reduces chattering and improves convergence speed. Based on the power reaching law and
constant reaching law, a novel strategy for the vertical motion control of the designed AUV is proposed,
which can improve the convergence speed and increase the dynamic performance of the system. The
horizontal motion is not as complex as the vertical motion, so the S-plane controller [28] with a simple
structure and fewer parameters is applied in the horizontal motion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the plateau data-gathering
AUV’s hardware and software. In Section 3, the control strategies are described. A novel sliding
mode controller was designed, and four vertical thrusters were equipped to increase the accuracy and
efficiency of the vertical hovering control. In Section 4, the simulation of vertical motions compared
with conventional sliding mode control was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the controller.
Experiments in the tank and the plateau river were performed to verify the feasibility and reliability of
the AUV. Finally, a short conclusion and future works are given in Section 5.

2. Design of the AUV Platform

The AUV (Figure 1) consists of a carbon fiber shroud, a pressure shell, and communication,
propulsion, and electronic control systems. The major parameters are presented in Table 1. The AUV
is equipped with various sensors, such as a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL, LinkQuest Inc., San Diego,
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California, USA), a depth sensor (Valeport Ltd., Totnes, Devon, UK), an Acoustic Doppler Current
Profiler (ADCP, Rowe Technologies Inc., Powayd, CA, USA), and a water quality sensor (Valeport Ltd.,
Totnes, Devon, UK). Its actuator is composed of two horizontal thrusters and four vertical thrusters. To
improve navigational stability, an X-wing stabilizer was added to the stern housing.
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Table 1. Key specifications of the AUV.

Length 96 kg

Width 0.5 m

Maximum Diameter 0.28 m

Height 0.47 m

Maximum Depth 100 m

Cruising Speed 4 km

Actuators two horizontal thrusters, four vertical thrusters

Communication Equipment BeiDou+GPS, radio, Wi-Fi

Sensors TCM5, depth sensor, DVL, water quality sensor, ADCP

The AUV can be divided into the following parts.

1) The structure includes the pressure and non-pressure shells and the connecting frame. The pressure
shell is made of non-magnetic, corrosion-resistant, lightweight, and high-strength aluminum
alloy. The connecting frame is made of aluminum alloy and polypropylene. The non-pressure
shell is made of high-strength carbon fiber.

2) The propulsion and maneuvering system consists of two horizontal and four vertical thrusters,
which control surge velocity, heading, depth, and pitch.

3) Energy is provided by two rechargeable lithium batteries: a 7 S 80Ah control system battery and
a 13 S 40 Ah power system battery.

4) The navigation and positioning system consists of a transcutaneous monitor (TCM) 5, a DVL,
a depth sensor, and BeiDou.

2.1. Design of the Control System

The AUV system consists of the ground station and AUV (Figure 2). The ground station and the
AUV communicate via BeiDou, radio, and Wi-Fi. Control and status commands are sent and received
via BeiDou and radio, whereas data and program updates are uploaded and downloaded via Wi-Fi.
The hardware architecture of the plateau data-gathering AUV system is presented in Figure 3.
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The underwater control system of the plateau data-gathering AUV consists of a low-power 
embedded computer equipped with a VxWorks system, switches, and communication antenna, 
among others. The computer has a rich interface to connect various sensors and devices. The radio, 
BeiDou positioning and communication, DVL, TCM5 and ADCP are connected via RS232 serial ports. 
The sensors’ accuracy is presented in Table 2. 
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Figure 3. Hardware architecture of the AUV.

The underwater control system of the plateau data-gathering AUV consists of a low-power
embedded computer equipped with a VxWorks system, switches, and communication antenna, among
others. The computer has a rich interface to connect various sensors and devices. The radio, BeiDou
positioning and communication, DVL, TCM5 and ADCP are connected via RS232 serial ports. The
sensors’ accuracy is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Specifications of the applied sensors.

Sensors Items Accuracy

TCM5
Heading accuracy 0.3◦

Pitch-and-roll accuracy 0.2◦

DVL
Maximum velocity ±20 knots
Velocity accuracy 0.2% ± 1 mm/s

Depth sensor Accuracy ±0.01% FS

Water quality sensor

Temperature accuracy ±0.05 ◦C
Conductivity accuracy ±0.05 ms/cm

Salinity accuracy ±0.05 ppt
Dissolved oxygen accuracy ±0.5%

Turbidity accuracy ±0.5 ntu(0–300ntu)
±5 ntu(300–600ntu)

pH accuracy ±0.03

The plateau data-gathering AUV actuator consists of two horizontal thrusters and four vertical
thrusters. To evaluate the propulsion performance of the thrusters and improve control precision,
a series of open water experiments were conducted in a water tank to obtain the thrust performance
curve (Figure 4). Some of the thrust curves are presented in Figure 5. In particular, the left illustrates
the left horizontal thruster thrust curve, whereas the other illustrates the right horizontal thruster
thrust curve.
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2.2. Software Architecture of the AUV

The core of the plateau data-gathering AUV ground station is a high-performance computer.
The monitoring software is compiled by VC++6.0 (Microsoft, Redmond, Wash., USA). The monitoring
software not only displays sensor information, such as display attitude, speed, altitude, battery voltage,
and current, but also controls the switch of the AUV sensor, loads the map of local waters, and generates
and sends path points.

The underwater system software is divided into three parts: the basic control, navigation, and
path-tracking modules. The logical structure diagram of the underwater system software is presented
in Figure 6. The system processes the command that is received from the ground station. It determines
if the current task state is either basic control or planning control, and then executes the corresponding
program in accordance with different states.
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3. Control Strategies for the Developed AUV

3.1. Dynamic Equations of Motion

The AUV’s corresponding coordinate systems are shown in Figure 7. For convenience in
investigating the AUV, we establish an inertial reference frame E− ξηζ and a body-fixed frame O − xyz.
The original point of the inertial reference frame can be set at any place in the ocean, and the original
point is usually set at the AUV’s gravity center. The definitions of the parameter are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. The parameters of AUV’s motion.

DOF Forces and Moments Linear and Angular Velocities Positions and Euler Angles

Surge X u x
Sway Y v y
Heave Z w z

Roll K p φ
Pitch M q θ
yaw N r ψ

According to reference [29], the 6-DOF nonlinear equations of motion can be written as:

.
η = J(η)v (1)

Mv + C(v)v + D(v)v + g(η) = τ (2)

where η denotes the position and orientation vector with coordinates in the earth fixed frame, J(η) is
the transform matrix between the body-fixed and inertial coordinates, v denotes the linear and angular
velocity vector with coordinates in the body-fixed frame, M is the inertial and add inertial matrix, C(v)
is the matrix od Coriolis and Centrifugal terms, D(v) is the matrix of hydrodynamics terms, g(η) is the
vector of gravity and buoyant force, τ denotes the forces and moments in the body-fixed frame.

η = (x, y, z,ϕ,θ,ψ)T (3)

J(η) =
[

J1(η) 03×3

03×3 J2(η)

]
(4)

J1(η) =


cψcθ cψsθsϕ− sϕcψ sϕsψ+ cψsθcϕ
sθsϕ sϕsθs− cϕcψ sψsθcϕ− cψsϕ
−sθ cθsϕ cθcϕ

 (5)

J2(η) =


1 sϕtθ cϕtθ
0 cϕ −sϕ
0 sϕ/cθ cϕ/cθ

 (6)

M = diag
{
m−X .

u, m−Y .
v, m−Z .

w, Ixx −K .
p, Iyy −M .

q, Izz −N .
r

}
(7)

C(v) =
[

03×3 C1
−CT

1 C2

]
(8)

C1 =


0 (m33 −Z .

w)wr −(m22 −Y .
v)vr

−(m33 −Z .
w)wr 0 (m11 −X .

u)ur

(m22 −Y .
v)vr −(m11 −X .

u)ur 0

 (9)

C2 =


0 (Izz −N .

r)r −(Iyy −M .
q)q

−(Izz −N .
r)r 0 (Ixx −K .

p)p
(Iyy −M .

q)q −(Ixx −K .
p)p 0

 (10)

D(v) = −diag
{
X .

u + Xu|u|u, Y .
v + Yv|v||v|, Zw + Zw|w||w|, Kp + Kp|p|

∣∣∣p∣∣∣,
Mq + Mq|q|

∣∣∣q∣∣∣, Nr + Nr|r||r|
} (11)
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g(η) =



(W − B)sθ
−(W − B)cθsψ
−(W − B)cθcψ

yBBcθcψ− zBBcθsψ
−zBBsθ− xBBcθcψ
xBBcθsϕ+ yBBsθ


(12)

τ = [X, 0, Z, 0, M, N]T (13)

where W and B denote the gravity and buoyancy of the AUV, (xB, yB, zB) is the coordinate of floating
center, c, s and t are shorthand for the mathematical expression of cos, sin, and tan, respectively.

3.2. Design of Path Tracking

Path tracking is not subject to time constraints and only requires the AUV to converge on the
desired path. A line-of-sight (LOS) algorithm is used as a guiding strategy. The principle is independent
of dynamic control and models and requires few parameters to be designed. The desired heading is
only related to the AUV’s real-time position and expected route. By providing a series of path points
[xd(k), yd(k)], k = 1, 2, . . .N, the AUV travels to each path point in turn (Figure 8). The heading angle
of the AUV can be defined as:

ψd(t) = arctan
yd(k) − y(t)
xd(k) − x(t)

(14)

The safety radius ρ is set to the center of each path point. If the AUV enters the safe radius,
then it is considered to reach this point and will sail toward the next point. The arrival condition is
determined as: √

(xd(k)−x(t)) 2+(yd(k)−y(t))2
≤ ρ (15)
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Figure 8. Waypoint tracking with heading control of the AUV. Figure 8. Waypoint tracking with heading control of the AUV.

3.3. Design of Navigation Strategy

The navigation mode of the plateau data-gathering AUV combines dead reckoning and BeiDou
(Figure 9). The logic diagram of the integrated navigation algorithm is presented in Figure 9. When
the AUV navigates underwater, the dead-reckoning algorithm is applied. The flowchart of the
dead-reckoning algorithm is presented in Figure 10. Speed information is provided by the DVL. The
horizontal position change of the AUV is obtained by integrating the velocity after processing. The 3D
position of the AUV is determined by considering the initial position and depth sensor information.
The deviation between the position calculated via dead reckoning and the actual position of the AUV
increases with time [30] because of the error and integral error of the sensor. To eliminate this deviation,
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the AUV uses BeiDou positioning information for position correction. If the BeiDou information is
invalid, then the data information is disregarded, and the position information calculated via dead
reckoning is used. If the information is valid, then the BeiDou position data and the dead reckoning
result are combined using the Kalman algorithm.
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3.4. Controllers Design

As mentioned in the introduction, the vertical motion is much more complicated than the
horizontal motion. A novel sliding mode controller is designed for the vertical motion control, while a
controller with a simple structure and few parameters is adopted for the horizontal motion control.

3.4.1. Sliding Mode Controller Design

AUVs are strong coupling and highly nonlinear systems typically, and it is difficult to establish
accurate motion models. Among the various AUV control algorithms, the sliding mode controlled
by sliding mode variable structure is robust to parameter changing and unmodeled parts of the
system, which makes the SMC method an effective method for controlling AUVs [31–33] In summary,
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considering the complexity of vertical motions of the AUV, the SMC method is chosen as a controller
for vertical motion.

A novel adaptive combined sliding mode reaching law based on the power rate reaching law and
constant reaching law is proposed to improve dynamic performance and robustness.

The adaptive combined reaching law can be written as:

.
s = −k1|s|αsgn(s) − χsgn(s) (16)

where, k1 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, µ > 0, χ = λ
µ+(1−µ)e−k2 |s|

. It can be seen that χ > 0, and the proposed reaching

law does not affect the system stability. When |s| increases, χ tends to λ/µ,the power rate reaching law
will play the major role so that the reaching speed is large enough. When |s| decreases, −k1|s|αsgn(s)
tends to 0, the effect of power rate reaching law is reduced, χ tends to λ. While approaching to the
sliding surface, χ decreases, it can weaken the effects of buffeting.

Stability analyze:

Theorem 1. The adaptive approach law satisfies the arrival condition.

Proof. Choose the Lyapunov function as V = 1
2 s2, and deriving it we get

.
V = −k1|s|α+1

−χ|s|. As k1 > 0,
χ > 0, we can yield

.
V < 0. �

Theorem 2. The system can reach the sliding surface in a finite time.

Proof. We assumed initial condition s(0) > 1, the provident of the reaching time is divided in
two stages.

Stage 1 S tends from the initial position s(0) to 1. In this stage, −k1|s|αsgn(s)� −χsgn(s), ignore
the impact of −χsgn(s) can be ignored, we can get

ds/dt = −k1sα (17)

Set the final stable time as t1 and integrate it

t1 =
[
1− s(0)1−α

]
/[k1(α− 1)] (18)

Stage 2 S tends from 1 to 0. In this stage, −χsgn(s) � −k1|s|αsgn(s), ignore the impact of
−k1|s|αsgn(s),we get

ds/dt =
λ

µ+ (1− µ)e−k2 |s|
sgn(s) (19)

Set the final stable time as t2 and integrate it

t2 =
1
λ
(µ

∣∣∣s(0)∣∣∣+ (1− µ)

s(0)∫
0

sign(s)e−k2 |s|ds) (20)

If s ≤ 0 for all t ≤ t2:

s(0)∫
0

sign(s)e−k2 |s|ds = −

s(0)∫
0

e−k2 |s|ds =

−s(0)∫
0

e−k2 |s|ds (21)
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If s ≥ 0 for all t ≤ t2:
s(0)∫
0

sign(s)e−k2 |s|ds =

s(0)∫
0

e−k2 |s|ds (22)

According to (21) and (22), (20) can be rewritten as:

t2 = 1
λ (µ

∣∣∣s(0)∣∣∣+ (1− µ)
|s(0)|∫
0

e−k2 |s|ds)

= 1
λ (µ

∣∣∣s(0)∣∣∣+ (1−µ)
k2

(1− e−k2 |s(0)|))

(23)

Therefore, the total time that the system state reaches the sliding surface is

t = t1 + t2 =
1− s(0)1−α

k1(α− 1)
+

1
λ
(µ

∣∣∣s(0)∣∣∣+ (1− µ)
k2

(1− e−k2 |s(0)|)) (24)

Hence, system can reach the sliding surface in finite time. �

According (1) and (2), the model of AUV can be written as

.
x = Ax + Bu + d (25)

where x = [ z θ w q ]
T

, A = H−1P, B = H−1

H =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 m11 −X .

u −(mxg + z .
q)

0 0 −(mxg + M .
w) Iyy −M .

q

, P =


0 −U 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 Zw mU + Zq

0 Mθ Mw −mxgU + Mq

,U denote the

surge velocity.
Sliding surface can be defined as follows

s = Cx̃ (26)

where x̃ = x− xd are state errors, xd is desired state.
Then derivate s, we get

.
s = C(

.
x−

.
xd) = C(Ax + Bu + d− xd) (27)

Substitute (16) into the above equation, we can yield:

.
s = C(Ax + Bu + d−

.
xd) = −k1|s|αsgn(s) − χsgn(s) (28)

The control input u from (28) can be extracted as

u = (CB)−1
[
C

.
xd −CAx−Cd− k1|s|αsgn(s) − χsgn(s)

]
(29)

Considering the problem of chattering in sliding mode control, boundary layer processing method
is used. sat(·) is the processed switching control, which can be expressed as

sat(s) =


1 s > ∆
s
∆ −∆ ≤ s ≤ ∆

−1 s < −∆

(30)
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The control law can be rewritten as:

u = (CB)−1
[
C

.
xd −CAx−Cd− k1|s|αsat(s) − χsat(s)

]
(31)

3.4.2. S-Plane Controller

The control algorithm of horizontal motion for the plateau data-gathering AUV uses the
S-plane control algorithm [28]. The method combines the fuzzy control concept and the
proportional-integral-derivative control structure, which has the advantages of a simple structure
and few parameters. The method has been successfully applied to the motion control of multi-type
underwater vehicles and has achieved satisfactory control effects.

The S-plane control algorithm is as follows: ui =
2.0

1.0+exp(−ki1ei−ki2
.
ei)
− 1.0 + ∆ui

fi = Kiui
(32)

where ui is the output of the i degree of freedom control, ei and
.
ei denote the input information of the i

degree of freedom control (deviation and deviation rate after normalization). ki1 and ki2 indicate the
control parameters that correspond to the degree of freedom, deviation, and deviation rate. The control
effect can be adjusted by changing the value of the parameters, where fi is the force/moment required
for the degree of freedom, Ki is the maximum force/moment provided in the degree of freedom, and
∆ui is an adjustment item for adapting to environmental interference.

The control of the plateau data-gathering AUV is divided into two control channels: surge velocity,
and heading. The control parameters of each channel controller are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Controller parameters.

k1 k2

Surge velocity control 0.6 0.2
Heading control 0.05 0.1

3.5. Control Allocation

The plateau data-gathering AUV has a slender body. The actuator consists of six thrusters: two
horizontal thrusters and four vertical thrusters. The arrangement of the thrusters on the AUV is shown
in Figure 11, where l1, l2, l3 and l4 are the arms of force of each thruster.
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where X, Z, M, and N are the longitudinal force, vertical force, pitching moment, and shaking moment,
respectively; T1 and T2 are the thrusts of the left and right horizontal thrusters; and T3, T4, T5, and T6

are the thrusts of the SL, SR, BR, and BL vertical thrusters, respectively.
The plateau data-gathering AUV adopts the principle of swaying and trimming priority for control

allocation. In the actual process, the thrusters have a maximum thrust limit Tmax. If the thrust of a
propeller is calculated to be greater than Tmax, then the priority principle should be used for allocation.

If the horizontal or vertical thrusters have only one thruster with a side (left or right, and bow or
stern) thrust greater than Tmax, then:  T1 = Tmax

T2 = Tmaxl1−N
l1+l2

(34)

 T3 = T4 = Tmax

T5 = T6 = Tmaxl3−M
l3+l4

(35)

If |T2| > Tmax or |T5| = |T6| > Tmax, then in the same manner, |T2| = Tmax,|T5| = |T6| = Tmax.

4. Simulations and Experiments

The proposed adaptive reaching law of vertical motion is verified in Matlab-Simulink and
compared with the conventional sliding mode control and the PID controller. The extra force and
moment generated by the antenna is considered in the simulation process. The simulation results are
shown in Figures 12 and 13.
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It can be seen from the simulation results that the depth and pitch angle of AUV will be shaken
with the conventional SMC due to the presence of the external disturbances. This jitter takes a long
time to eliminate. The SMC of adaptive combined sliding mode reaching law has faster convergence
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speed and smaller overshot than conventional SMC and PID, which can eliminate the interference of
external disturbance to the system and achieve the stability of depth control.

Relevant field experiments were conducted to verify the reliability and stability of the entire
plateau data-gathering AUV system.

In the tank of the Science and Technology on Underwater Vehicle Laboratory in Harbin Engineering
University, basic navigation verifications, such as depth, heading, and surge velocity controls, were
conducted. In addition, functional verification tests were performed in Longyangxia in Qinghai
Province, China. The experiment sites are shown in Figure 14.
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The heading control experiment is presented in Figure 15. The red dotted line indicates the target
heading. In this experiment, the target heading is 0, 250◦, and −250◦. When the AUV is in the direction
of the given target, no other action is performed. As shown in the figure, the AUV achieves satisfactory
heading control, can reach the target heading in the vicinity, and stabilizes quickly. The results of the
depth control experiment are presented in Figure 16, and the results of the automatic speed control
experiment are presented in Figure 17. The figures showed that depth and velocity controls achieve
satisfactory effects and meet the basic detection requirements. The results of hovering control are
shown in Figure 18. The initial depth (0.5 m) and pitch (0◦) were kept static in 152 beats. After that, the
AUV was commanded to track the desired depth of 1.15m in 338 beats. At 490 beats, hovering motion
control was stopped, and the maximum pitch angle is −17◦. The experiment results showed that the
errors of depth and pitch angle are within a small range with the control of the controller.

The result of the comprehensive experiment is presented in Figure 19. The experiment was
conducted in parallel with velocity, heading, and depth. Simultaneous depth, direction, and speed
controls were performed at 132–480, 550–1020, 1226–1690, and 1830–2800 beats. The control effect is
good, reaches the target command, and stabilizes in time. The fixed-point control experiment was
conducted at 1020–1226 beats. During this moment, the target speed was 0, the target direction was
−169◦, and the target depth was 0.3 m. The fixed-point control effect is very good for speed, direction,
and depth. All are stable near the target command. Depth was not controlled at 1828–2460 beats.
The AUV performed at constant speed and orientation tests on the water surface. At the 2460th
beat, the target depth became 0.9 m, the heading remained stable near the target, but velocity was
affected, thereby resulting in deceleration. When the target depth was reached, velocity gradually
stabilized. The AUV was affected by the controlled allocation strategy when diving. The stern entered
the water first, and the attitude change increased longitudinal resistance, thereby reducing speed. The
experiment results show that depth, speed, and direction are effectively controlled, which meets the
requirements for river detection tasks.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the design, control, and implementation of a plateau data-gathering AUV platform are
presented. With two horizontal thrusters and four vertical thrusters, the hovering and maneuverability
of this vehicle are excellent.

The control system, including hardware composition and software structure, is designed. The
navigation system adopts the integrated navigation method of TCM5–DVL–BeiDou based on the
Kalman filter. Tracking control adopts the tracking control strategy based on the LOS method. A
novel sliding mode controller based on adaptive reaching law for vertical motion control (ARL-SMC)
is proposed, while the S-plane controller is used for horizontal motion. Results of vertical motion
simulation show that the proposed controller results in shorter convergence time and gets smaller
overshoot than the conventional sliding mode controller. Finally, the results of tank and field
experiments demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of the AUV control system.

In the subsequent research, the situation of thrusters’ saturation and failure will be considered in
the controller design. Optimal control considering energy consumption will be studied to increase
the endurance.
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